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MODERN

Craftsmanship
IN A
WEST FARGO HOME
This West Fargo home was built by Dietrich Homes for the Frieze family. Featuring modern
craftsmanship and a monochromatic color pallet, this newly constructed abode is a space
where the Frieze family relaxes–that is when they aren't hosting a Vikings or Bison watch
party. Join us as we tour their 8,000-square-foot home.
BY Becca Opp | PHOTOS BY Hillary Ehlen

Jeremy and April Frieze stand
in front of their home with their
daughters, Kennedy (9) and
Sydney Frieze (14).
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ENTRANCE

Featuring 14-foot ceilings, a hanging
chandelier and hand-scraped, acacia
hardwood floors, the entryway is full
of wow-factors.

LIVING ROOM

This clean, modern living room
features a monochromatic color
pallet consisting of warm grays. "We
came from two houses where we had
every wall painted a different color
and we changed them often," said
April Frieze. In their new home, the
Frieze family wanted to go for a more
soothing look. Design Consultant
Heather Sagvold of Dietrich Homes
said, "Their goal was to have
something sleek and streamlined
without it feeling sterile."
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KITCHEN

Both April and Jeremy Frieze
love to cook. That is why they
needed a kitchen and pantry
with plenty of storage space, and
Dietrich Homes delivered.

PANTRY

Cabinets - Ira's Custom Cabinets, Inc.
Countertops - Spaulding Stone
Lighting - Valley Lights

The Frieze's pantry is hidden
behind a sliding door designed
by Dietrich Homes.
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OFFICE

April Frieze works from home, so
she wanted a private office where
she could meet with clients for
her business, Splash Promotions.
After searching high and low
for the perfect desk, the Friezes
commisioned Josh Larson, artist,
designer and proprietor of Unisign
- Unique Design, to craft a desk
for April's office. You can see his
signature logo carved nto the wood.

MASTER SUITE

The master suite features 12-foot
ceilings and 8-foot doors.

GUEST BATH
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LOWER LEVEL

The lower level of the Friezes'
home is a walk-out with access
to their patio, which is complete
with a fire pit and hot tub. The
lower level serves as a family room
and bar, which was custom-built
with special attention to detail by
Dietrich Homes.
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REAR EXTERIOR & WALKOUT

GARAGE

The 1,991-squre-foot garage is
Jeremy Frieze's favorite part of the
home. It features double screens so
that he can watch the Vikings and
the Eagles at the same time. All of
the screens as well as the sound
system installed throughout the
home were by Custom Cinema. The
Frieze's home security system was
by Laser Systems.

For more information, contact:
Dietrich Homes
4151 38th St. S. #B, Fargo
701-364-2781
dietrichhomes.com
info@dietrichhomes.com
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